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ABSTRACT
Engineers

and

researchers

in

the

automobile industry have tried to design

Keywords

and build safer automobiles, but traffic

machine

accidents

Regression, Decision Tree, dataset, Svm.

are

unavoidable.

Patterns

learning,

Knn

,

Linear

involved in dangerous crashes could be

INTRODUCTION

detected if we develop a prediction model

The costs of fatalities and injuries due to

that automatically classifies the type of

traffic accidents have a great impact on

injury severity of various traffic accidents.

society. In recent years, researchers have

These behavioral and roadway patterns are

paid increasing attention at determining

useful in the development of traffic safety

the factors that significantly affect driver

control policy. We believe that to obtain

injury severity in traffic accidents. Road

the greatest possible accident reduction

traffic injuries are a leading cause of

effects with limited budgetary resources, it

preventable death, especially, for the

is important that measures be based on

young people. In the United States, traffic

scientific and objective surveys of the

crashes were the number one cause of

causes of accidents and severity of

death among people from 16 to 24 years

injuries. This paper presents some models

old for each year from 2012 to 2014 [1]. In

to predict the severity of injury that

2015, the nation lost 35,092 people in

occurred during traffic accidents using

traffic crashes, a 7.2-percent increase from

three machine-learning approaches. We

32,744 in 2014, which is the largest

considered neural networks trained using

percentage increase in nearly 50 years [2].

hybrid learning approaches, decision trees

This is an average of approximately 96

and a concurrent hybrid model involving

people being killed on the nation’s

decision trees and neural networks. So

roadways every day of the year, and an

here we are using svm, lr, dt and knn

average of more than four people per hour.

machine learning algorithms.

In other words, one person dies on
roadways every 15 minutes.
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To understand the relationship
between the influence factors and traffic
crash outcomes, with the extracted data

accident , which could save the life of the
person.
ALGORITHM:

from police reports and state highwayasset-management databases, the analyses

DECISION TREE

of traffic safety estimate and predicate the

A tree has many analogies in real life, and

likelihood of a traffic crash. The number of

turns out that it has influenced a wide area

crashes occurring on a defined spatial

of machine

entity over a specific time period (for

both classification and regression. In

example, the number of crashes per year

decision analysis, a decision tree can be

occurring at a roadway intersection, over a

used to visually and explicitly represent

specified roadway segment, or in a region)

decisions and decision making. As the

would be considered as the dependent

name goes, it uses a tree-like model of

variables and some of the many factors

decisions. Though a commonly used tool in

affecting the likelihood of a traffic crash

data mining for deriving a strategy to reach

are analyzed and examined (see [3–5] for a

a particular goal, its also widely used in

comprehensive review). Though more and

machine learning.

learning,

covering

more factors that are relevant to the traffic
crashes have been incorporated and the

LOGISTIC REGRESSION

proposed models became more and more

Logistic

sophisticated, there are still some factors

appropriate regression analysis to

that are not available to the researchers and

conduct when the dependent variable

the models result in bias estimations and

is dichotomous (binary). Like all

erroneous predictions.

regression

PROPOSED SYSTEM:

regression

In the proposed system we are using
machine learning to check the accident
severity . But in the in the real world it can
help a lot . It can be implemented in such a
way that whenever there is a severe
accident it can generate an alarm in the
near by hospital and with in few minutes
ambulances can be sent to the spot of

regression is

analyses,
is

a

the

the

logistic

predictive

analysis. Logistic regression is used
to describe data and to explain the
relationship between one dependent
binary variable and one or more
nominal, ordinal, interval or ratiolevel independent variables.
Sometimes logistic regressions are
difficult to interpret; the Intellectus
Statistics tool easily allows you to
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conduct the analysis, then in plain

R²). However, adding more and more

English interprets the output.

variables to the model can result in

Binary

overfitting,

logistic

regression major

.

.

The

reduces

the

generalizability of the model beyond the

assumptions:
.

which

dependent

variable

should

be

data on which the model is fit.

dichotomous in nature (e.g., presence vs.

Reporting the R2. Numerous pseudo-

absent).

R2 values have been developed for binary

There should be no outliers in the data,

logistic regression.

which can be assessed by converting the

interpreted with extreme caution as they

continuous

standardized

have many computational issues which

scores, and removing values below -3.29

cause them to be artificially high or

or greater than 3.29.

low. A better approach is to present any of

There should be no high correlations

the goodness of fit tests available; Hosmer-

(multicollinearity)

the

Lemeshow is a commonly used measure of

predictors. This can be assessed by a

goodness of fit based on the Chi-square

correlation matrix among the predictors.

test.

Tabachnick and Fidell (2013) suggest that

KNN:

predictors

to

among

as long correlation coefficients among
independent variables are less than 0.90
the assumption is met.
At the center of the logistic regression
analysis is the task estimating the log odds
of an event.

Mathematically, logistic

regression estimates a multiple linear

the k-nearest
NN) is

These should be

neighbors

algorithm (k-

a non-parametric method used

for classification and regression.[1]In both
cases, the input consists of the k closest
training examples in the feature space. The
output depends on whether k-NN is used
for classification or regression.

regression function defined as:
logit(p)



In k-NN

classification,

the

for i = 1…n .

output is a class membership.

Overfitting. When selecting the model

An object is classified by a

for the logistic regression analysis, another

plurality vote of its neighbors,

important consideration is the model

with the object being assigned

fit. Adding independent variables to a

to the class most common

logistic regression model will always

among its k nearest neighbors

increase the amount of variance explained

(k is

in the log odds (typically expressed as
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a

positive integer,



typically small). If k = 1, then

A peculiarity of the k-NN algorithm is that

the object is simply assigned to

it is sensitive to the local structure of the

the class of that single nearest

data.

neighbor.

SVM:

In k-NN regression, the output

“Support Vector Machine” (SVM) is a

is the property value for the

supervised machine learning algorithm

object.

This

the

which can be used for both classification

average

of

of

and regression challenges. However, it is

value
the

is

values

its k nearest neighbors.

mostly used in classification problems. In

k-NN is a type of instance-based learning,

this algorithm, we plot each data item as a

or lazy learning, where the function is only

point in n-dimensional space (where n is

approximated locally and all computation

number of features you have) with the

is deferred until classification. The k-NN

value of each feature being the value of a

algorithm is among the simplest of

particular coordinate. Then, we perform

all machine learning algorithms.

classification by finding the hyper-plane
that differentiate the two classes very well

Both for classification and regression, a
useful technique can be used to assign
weight

to

the

contributions

of

the

neighbors, so that the nearer neighbors
contribute more to the average than the
more distant ones. For example, a common
weighting scheme consists in giving each
neighbor a weight of 1/d, where d is the
distance to the neighbor.[2]

(look at the below snapshot). The SVM
algorithm is implemented in practice using
a kernel. The learning of the hyperplane in
linear SVM is done by transforming the
problem using some linear algebra, which
is out of the scope of this introduction to
SVM. A powerful insight is that the linear
SVM can be rephrased using the inner
product of any two given observations,

The neighbors are taken from a set of

rather than the observations themselves.

objects for which the class (for k-NN

The inner product between two vectors is

classification) or the object property value

the sum of the multiplication of each pair

(for k-NN regression) is known. This can

of input values. For example, the inner

be thought of as the training set for the

product of the vectors [2, 3] and [5, 6] is

algorithm, though no explicit training step

2*5 + 3*6 or 28. The equation for making

is required.

a prediction for a new input using the dot
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product between the input (x) and each

happening on collector street and local

support vector (xi) is calculated as follows:

street could be 74% and 75% lower than
expressway. Common section, curve line

f(x) = B0 + sum(ai * (x,xi))

and night without lighting led to a higher
risk of accident severity. The risk of extra

CONCLUSIONS

serious or major accidents happening at

On the basis of traffic accident data in

curve line could be 32% higher than

Shijiazhuang in 2002, a multiple logistic

straight line. The risk of extra serious or

regression model was applied to examine

major accidents happening at night without

the relationship between accident severity

lighting could be 2.74 times higher than at

and a series of potential factors related to

daytime. It is worth mentioning that the

urban road environment, such as accident

odds

date, weather, pavement type, road cross-

computed with no consideration for traffic

section, accident location, road alignment,

exposure, driver characteristics or the data

road type, traffic control and lighting

that are not available or difficult to obtain

condition. Of nine independent variables

in Shijiazhuang. However, the findings of

obtained from police-reported accidents,

this paper can be considered as guidance

five

for a future study when such data become

were

found

most

significant

described

paper

were

available.

road cross-section, accident location, road

collection, such as from travel

alignment,

lighting

surveys and comprehensive analysis of

condition. The factors that led to a

interaction effects between traffic flow and

noticeably lower risk of accident severity

all risk factors could be an interesting topic

were being four-roadway, being arterial

in future research

street, being collector street, and being
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